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We report quantitative analysis of positive magnetoresistance �PMR� for unidirectional-lateral-superlattice
samples with relatively small periods �a=92−184 nm� and modulation amplitudes �V0=0.015−0.25 meV�. By
comparing observed PMR’s with ones calculated using experimentally obtained mobilities, quantum mobili-
ties, and V0’s, it is shown that contribution from streaming orbits �SOs� accounts for only small fraction of the
total PMR. For small V0, the limiting magnetic field Be of SO can be identified as an inflection point of the
magnetoresistance trace. The major part of PMR is ascribed to drift velocity arising from incompleted cyclo-
tron orbits obstructed by scatterings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Large mean free path �L�1 �m� of GaAs/AlGaAs-based
two-dimensional electron gas �2DEG� and modern nanofab-
rication technologies have enabled us to design and fabricate
2DEG samples artificially modulated with length scales
much smaller than L. The samples have been extensively
utilized for experimental investigations of novel physical
phenomena that take place in the new artificial environ-
ments.1 Unidirectional lateral superlattice �ULSL� represents
a prototypical and probably the simplest example of such
samples; there, a new length scale, the period a, and a new
energy scale, the amplitude V0, of the periodic potential
modulation are introduced to 2DEG. These artificial param-
eters give rise to a number of interesting phenomena through
their interplay with parameters inherent in 2DEG, especially
when subjected to a perpendicular magnetic field B. Magne-
totransport reveals intriguing characteristics over the whole
span of magnetic field, ranging from low field regime domi-
nated by semiclassical motion of electrons,2–5 through quan-
tum Hall regime where several Landau levels are occu-
pied,6–10 up to the highest field where only the lowest Lan-
dau level is partially occupied;11–13 in the last regime, semi-
classical picture is restored with composite fermions �CFs�
taking the place of electrons. Of these magnetotransport fea-
tures, two observed in low fields, namely, positive mag-
netoresistance4 �PMR� around zero magnetic field and com-
mensurability oscillation2,3 �CO� originating from geometric
resonance between the period a and the cyclotron radius Rc
=�kF /e�B�, where kF=�2�ne represents the Fermi wave
number with ne the electron density, have the longest history
of being studied and are probably the best known.

The PMR has been ascribed to channeled orbit, or stream-
ing orbit �SO�, in which electrons travel along the direction
parallel to the modulation �y direction�, being confined in a
single valley of the periodic potential.4 Electrons that happen
to have the momentum perpendicular to the modulation �x
direction� insufficient to overcome the potential hill consti-
tute SO. In a magnetic field B, Lorentz force partially cancels
the electric force deriving from the confining potential.
Therefore the number of SO’s decreases with increasing B
and finally disappears at the limiting field where Lorentz

force balances with the maximum slope of the potential. The
extinction field Be depends on the amplitude and the shape of
the potential modulation, and for sinusoidal modulation
V0cos�2�x /a�,

Be =
2�m*V0

ae�kF
, �1�

where m* represents the effective mass of electrons. It fol-
lows then that V0 can be deduced from experimental PMR
provided that the line shape of the modulation is known,
once Be is determined from the analysis of the experimental
trace. An alternative and more familiar way to experimen-
tally determine V0 is from the amplitude of CO. In the past,
several groups compared V0’s deduced by the two different
methods for the same samples.14–17 In all cases, V0’s deduced
by PMR and by CO considerably disagree, with the former
usually giving larger values. Part of the discrepancy may be
attributable to underestimation of V0 by CO, resulting from
disregarding the proper treatment of the decay of the CO
amplitude by scattering.18–20 However, the most serious
source of the disagreement appears to lie in the difficulty in
identifying the position of Be from an experimental PMR
trace, which was taken, on a rather ad hoc basis, as either the
peak,14–16 or the position for steepest slope.17 It is therefore
necessary to find out the rule to determine the exact position
of Be. This is one of the purposes of the present paper. We
will show below that Be can be identified, when V0 is small
enough, as an inflection point at which the curvature of PMR
changes from concave down to concave up. Another target of
the present paper is the magnitude of PMR. The magnitude
should also depend on V0 as well as on other parameters of
ULSL samples. The subject has been treated in theories by
both numerical21,22 and analytical23 calculations. However,
analyses of experimental PMR is so far restricted to the
qualitative level4 that the magnitude increases with V0. To
the knowledge of the present authors, no effort has been
made to date to quantitatively explain the magnitude of
PMR, using the full knowledge of experimentally obtained
sample parameters V0 , ne, the mobility �, and the quantum,
or single-particle mobility �s. Such quantitative analysis has
been done in the present paper for ULSL samples with rela-
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tively small periods and modulation amplitudes that allow
determining reliable values of V0 from the CO amplitude.20

The result demonstrates that magnetoresistance attributable
to SO is much smaller than the observed PMR. We propose
an alternative mechanism that accounts for the major part of
PMR. After detailing the ULSL samples used in the present
study in Sec. II, we delineate in Sec. III a simple analytic
formula to be used to estimate the contribution of SO to
PMR. Experimentally obtained PMR traces are presented
and compared to the estimated SO-contribution in Sec. IV,
leading to the introduction of another mechanism, the contri-
bution from drift velocity of incompleted cyclotron orbits, in
Sec. V, which we believe dominates the PMR for our present
ULSL samples. Some discussion is given in Sec. VI, fol-
lowed by concluding remarks in Sec. VII.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLES

We examined four ULSL samples with differing periods
a, as tabulated in Table I. The samples were prepared from

the same GaAs/AlGaAs single-heterostructure 2DEG wafer
with the heterointerface residing at the depth d=90 nm from
the surface, and having Al0.3Ga0.7As spacer layer thickness
of ds=40 nm. A grating of negative electron-beam �EB� re-
sist placed on the surface introduced potential modulation at
the 2DEG plane through strain-induced piezoelectric effect.24

To maximize the effect, the direction of modulation �x direc-
tion� was chosen to be along a �110� direction. For a fixed
crystallographic direction, the amplitude of the strain-
induced modulation is mainly determined by the ratio a /d.
Figures 1�b� and 1�c� display scanning electron micrographs
of the gratings. Samples 1, 3, and 4 utilized a simple line-
and-space pattern as shown in �b�. For sample 2, we em-
ployed a patterned grating depicted in �c�; the “line” of resist
was periodically notched in every 575 nm by width 46 nm.
The width was intended to be small enough �much smaller
than d� so that the notches introduce only negligibly small
modulation themselves but act to partially relax the strain.
The use of the patterned grating enabled us to attain smaller
V0 than sample 1, which has the same period a=184 nm. As
shown in Fig. 1�a�, we used Hall bars with sets of voltage
probes that enabled us to measure the section with the grat-
ing �ULSL� and that without �reference� at the same time.
Resistivity was measured by a standard low-frequency ac
lock-in technique. Measurements were carried out at T=1.4
and 4.2 K, both bearing essentially the same result. We
present the result for 4.2 K in the following.

To investigate the behavior of PMR under various values
of sample parameters, ne was varied from about 2.0 to 3.0
�1015 m−2, employing persistent photoconductivity effect

TABLE I. List of samples.

No. a�nm� Hall-bar size ��m2� back gate

1 184 64�37 �

2 184 64�37 �

3 161 44�16 �

4 138 44�16 �

FIG. 1. �a� Schematic drawing of the sample with voltage probes for measuring modulated �ULSL� and unmodulated �reference� part.
�b�,�c� Scanning electron micrographs of the EB-resist gratings that introduce strain-induced potential modulation. Darker areas correspond
to the resist. A standard line-and-space pattern �b� was utilized for samples 1, 3, and 4. Sample 2 employed a patterned grating �c� designed
to partially relax the strain.
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through step-by-step illumination with an infrared light-
emitting diode �LED�. Samples 3 and 4 were equipped with
a back gate, which was also used to alter ne approximately
between 1.7 and 2.0�1015 m−2. The electron density ne was
measured by the period of CO or Shubnikov–de Haas �SdH�
oscillation, and also by Hall resistivity. Concomitant with the
change of ne, parameters associated with the random poten-
tial scattering, � and �s, also vary. Plots of � and �s �the
latter only for samples 1 and 2� versus ne are presented in
Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�, respectively. Quantum mobility �s is
deduced from the damping of the SdH oscillation25 of the
unmodulated section of the Hall bar.

The amplitude V0 of the modulation was evaluated from
the amplitude of CO. In a previous publication,20 the present
authors reported that the oscillatory part of the magnetoresis-
tance is given, for V0 much smaller than the Fermi Energy
EF , ��V0 /EF�1, by

	
xx
osc


0
= A� �

�WB
	A� T

Ta
	

�
1

2�2�

1

�0�B
* 2

�2

a

V0
2

ne
3/2 �B�sin�2�

2Rc

a
	 , �2�

where A�x�=x / sinh�x� , kBTa��1/2�2��akF /2���c with �c

=e�B� /m* the cyclotron angular frequency, �0=h /e the flux
quantum, and �B

* �e� /2m* �
0.864 meV/T for GaAs, an
analog of the Bohr magneton with the electron mass replaced
by the effective mass m*
0.067me�. Apart from the factor
A�� /�WB�, which governs the damping of CO by scattering,
Eq. �2� is identical to the formula calculated by first order
perturbation theory.26 The parameter �W was shown in Ref.
20 to be approximately equal to �s, in accordance with the
formula given for low magnetic field in the theory by Mirlin
and Wölfle.27 Measured 	
xx

osc /
0 for the present samples are
also described by Eq. �2� very well, as exemplified in the
inset of Fig. 2�a�. So far, we have treated the modulation as
having a simple sinusoidal profile V0cos�2�x /a�, and have
tacitly neglected the possible presence of higher harmonics.
Although the Fourier transforms of 	
xx

osc /
0 do reveal small
fraction of the second- �and also the third- for samples 1 and
2� harmonics,28 their smallness along with the power depen-
dence on V0 of the relevant resistivities �to be discussed later,
see Eqs. �12� and �22�� justifies neglecting them to a good
approximation. The parameters V0 and �W obtained by fit-
ting Eq. �2� to experimental traces are plotted in Figs. 2�a�
and 2�c�, respectively. The latter shows �W
�s, confirming
our previous result. V0 does not depend very much on ne
when ne is varied by LED illumination, but increases with
decreasing ne when the back gate is used, the latter resem-
bling a previous report.15 The dependence of V0 on ne is
discussed in detail elsewhere.29 Since a and d are of compa-
rable size, V0 rapidly increases with the increase of a �with
exception, of course, of sample 2 whose amplitude is close to
that of sample 3�. Since 6EF11 meV for the range of ne
encompassed in the present study, the condition ��1 is ful-
filled for all the measurements shown here ��=0.010
−0.034�.

III. CALCULATION OF THE CONTRIBUTION OF
STREAMING ORBITS

In this section, we describe a simple analytic calculation
for estimating the contribution of SO to magnetoresistance.
The calculation is a slight modification of a theory by Matu-
lis and Peeters,30 the theory in which semiclassical conduc-
tance was calculated for 2DEG under unidirectional mag-
netic field modulation with zero average. We modify the
theory to the case for potential modulation V0cos�2�x /a�,

FIG. 2. �Color online� Sample parameters as a function of the
electron density ne, varied either by LED illumination �open sym-
bols� or by back-gate voltage �solid symbols�. �a� Modulation am-
plitude V0. �b� Mobility �. �c� Damping parameter �W of CO.
Quantum mobility �s for samples 1 and 2 are also plotted by � and
+, respectively. Inset in �a� shows 	
xx

osc/
0 experimentally obtained
by subtracting a slowly varying background from the magnetoresis-
tance trace �for sample 2 at ne=2.20�1015m−2, shown by solid
trace� and calculated by Eq. �2� using V0 and �W as fitting param-
eters �dotted trace, showing almost perfect overlap with the experi-
mental trace�.
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and extend it to include a uniform magnetic field −B �the
minus sign is selected just for convenience�. The Hamil-
tonian describing the motion of electrons is given by

��x,px,py� =
1

2m* �px
2 + �py − eBx�2� + V0cos�2�x

a
	 , �3�

in the Landau gauge A= �0,−Bx ,0�, where p= �px , py� de-
notes canonical momentum. Using electron velocities

vx =
��

�px
=

px

m* , vy =
��

�py
=

py − eBx

m* , �4�

the conductivity tensor reads �including the factor 2 for spin
degeneracy�

�ij =
2e2

�2���2

1

Lx


0

Lx

dx
−�

�

dpx
−�

�

dpy�sviv j�−
� f

��
	 , �5�

where Lx represents the extent of the sample in the x direc-
tion and �s denotes an appropriate scattering time to be dis-
cussed later.31 Since the system is periodic in the x direction
and each SO is confined in a single period, the integration
over x , Lx

−1�0
Lxdx, can be reduced to one period, a−1�0

adx, in
calculating the conductivity from SO. The derivative −�f /��
of the Fermi distribution function f���= �1+exp���
−EF� /kBT��−1 may be approximated by the delta function
���−EF� at low temperatures, T�EF /kB. Therefore the prob-
lem boils down to the integration of �sviv j over relevant part
of the Fermi surface ��x , px , py�=EF in the �x , px , py� space.
Fermi surface is depicted in Fig. 3 for three different values
of ��B /Be. Since the Hamiltonian Eq. �3� does not explic-
itly include y , py is a constant of motion that specify an
orbit; an orbit is given by the cross section of the Fermi
surface by a constant-py plane. The presence of SO is indi-
cated by the shaded area in Fig. 3. The ratio of SO to all the
orbits is maximum at �=0, decreases with increasing �, and
disappears at �=1.

Before continuing the calculation, we now discuss an ad-
equate scattering time to choose. At variance with Ref. 30,
we adopt here unweighted single-particle scattering time �s
=�sm

* /e. The choice is based on the fact that the angle �
=arctan�vx /vy� of the direction of the velocity with respect to
the y-axis is very small for electrons belonging to SO in our
ULSL samples having small �=V0 /EF. The maximum of ���
at a position u�2�x /a can be approximately written as
����� ,u��1/2 with

���,u� � �1 − �2 + � arcsin � − cos u − �u , �6�

whose maximum over u is given by �2������1/2 with ����
��1−�2+� arcsin �− �� /2��, where ������1 for ���1
�see Fig. 4�. Since ��� is much smaller than the average scat-
tering angle �scat��2�s /�
0.5 rad estimated for our
present 2DEG wafer, electrons are kicked out of SO by vir-
tually any scattering event regardless of the scattering angle
involved, letting �s to be the appropriate scattering time.

The integration �5� over the shaded area gives the correc-
tion to the conductivity owing to SO, to the leading order in
�, as

��xx
SO

�0
= −

2

2�2

�s

�


arcsin �

u1��� 2

3
�����,u��3/2du

= −
32�2

9�2

�s

�
�3/2F��� , �7�

where the minus sign results because electrons trapped in SO
cannot carry current over the �macroscopic� sample in
x-direction and therefore should be deducted from the con-
ductivity, and

��yy
SO

�0
=

2

2�2

�s

�


arcsin �

u1���

2�����,u��1/2du =
8�2

�2

�s

�
�1/2G��� ,

�8�

and ��xy
SO=��yx

SO=0, where �0=EFe2� /��2 represents the
Drude conductivity. The factor 2 in the first equalities ac-
counts for the two equivalent SO areas at the upper and the
lower bounds of py. The functions F��� and G��� are defined
as

F��� �
3

16�2


arcsin �

u1���

����,u��3/2du �9�

and

FIG. 3. �Color online� Fermi surface in the x-px-py space for �a�
�=0, �b� 0���1, and �c� �=1. Each electron orbit is specified by
the cross section of the Fermi surface by a constant-py plane.
Streaming orbits are present in the shaded area.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Functions F��� ,G��� ,���� �thin dotted,
solid, and dash-dotted lines, respectively, left axis� and �2G���
�thick solid line, right axis�.
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G��� �
1

4�2


arcsin �

u1���

����,u��1/2du , �10�

where the upper limit of integration u1��� is the solution of
��� ,u1�=0 other than arcsin �. Both F��� and G��� mono-
tonically decrease from 1 to 0 while � varies from 0 to 1, as
shown in Fig. 4. Since ��xx

SO/��yy
SO�� , ��xx

SO���yy
SO for �

�1. Correction to the resistivity by SO can be obtained by
inverting the conductivity tensor

�
xx
SO


0
= ���xx

SO

�0
+ �1 + �B��2 ��yy

SO/�0

1 + ��yy
SO/�0

�−1�−1

− 1


 −
��xx

SO

�0
+ �B��2��yy

SO

�0

=
32�2

9�2

1

��0�B
* �3/2

�s

�

V0
3/2

ne
3/2 F���

+
4�2

�

1

�0
1/2�B

*5/2

�s�

a2

V0
5/2

ne
3/2 �2G��� . �11�

For small � , ��xx
SO/�0 can be neglected and consequently

�
xx
SO


0



4�2

�

1

�0
1/2�B

*5/2

�s�

a2

V0
5/2

ne
3/2 �2G��� . �12�

The correction therefore increases in proportion to �, �s, and
V0

5/2, and decreases with a and ne. The function �2G��� is
also plotted in Fig. 4, which takes maximum at �
0.6 and
vanishes at �=1. Our final result Eq. �12� is identical to Eq.
�41� of Ref. 23, which is deduced for the case ���s /�. �For
larger �, Ref. 23 gives somewhat different formula that is
proportional to V0

7/2.� Note that our ���� and G��� are iden-
tical to the functions denoted as �1��� and ����, respec-
tively, in Ref. 23. In the following section, Eq. �12� will be
compared with experimental traces.

IV. POSITIVE MAGNETORESISTANCE OBTAINED BY
EXPERIMENT

Figure 5 shows low-field magnetoresistance traces for
samples 1-4 for various values of ne. Solid curves represent
measurements before illumination �ne varied by the back
gate� and dotted curves are traces for ne varied by LED illu-
mination �back gate voltage=0 V�. The magnitude of PMR
shows clear tendency of being large for samples having
larger V0. By contrast, the peak positions do not vary much
between samples. To facilitate quantitative comparison with
Eq. �12�, Fig. 5 is replotted in Fig. 6, with both horizontal
and vertical axes scaled with appropriate parameters: the
horizontal axis is normalized by Be calculated by Eq. �1�
using experimentally deduced ne and V0 shown in Fig. 2; the
vertical axis is normalized by the prefactor in Eq. �12� with
�s replaced by �W, identifying the two parameters.32 Mag-
netoresistance owing to SO will then be represented by a
universal function �2G���, which is also plotted in the fig-
ures. It is clear from the figures that experimentally observed
PMR is much larger than that calculated by Eq. �12�. Fur-
thermore, the peaks appear at B�Be, i.e., where SO have

already disappeared, for all traces for samples 1-3 and traces
with smaller ne for sample 4. The peak position is by no
means fixed, but depends on the sample parameters. This
observation argues against the interpretation of PMR being
solely originating from SO. Rather, we interpret that SO ac-
counts for only a small fraction of the PMR, as suggested by
Fig. 6, and that the rest is ascribed to another effect to be
discussed in the next section. In fact, humps that appear to
correspond to the component �2G��� can readily be recog-
nized in traces with larger ne for sample 4, superposed on a
slowly increasing component of PMR. The humps terminate
at around ���=1, where the total PMR changes the sign of
the curvature. With the increase of ���V0 /ne� either by de-
creasing ne �upper traces for sample 4� or by increasing V0
�samples 1-3�, �2G��� makes progressively smaller contri-
bution to the total PMR, and becomes difficult to be distin-
guished from the background.

As has been inferred just above, the interpretation that the
contribution �
xx

SO/
0 from SO is superimposed on another
slowly increasing background component offers an alterna-
tive way to determine Be: Be can be identified with the end of
the hump, namely, the inflection point Binf where the curva-
ture of the total PMR changes from concave down, inherited
from �2G���, to concave up. To be more specific, Binf is
determined as a point where the second derivative �d2 /dB2�
��	
xx /
0� changes sign from negative to positive as illus-
trated in Fig. 7�b�. The inflection point Binf is marked by a

FIG. 5. �Color online� Magnetoresistance traces for various val-
ues of ne. Selected values of ne are noted in the figure �in 1015 m−2�.
Dotted traces indicate that the ne is attained by LED illumination.
Note that the vertical scale is expanded by five times for sample 4.
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downward open triangle both in �d2 /dB2��	
xx /
0� �solid�
and 	
xx /
0 �dotted� traces. ��d2 /dB2��	
xx /
0� shows oscil-
latory features at low field, which are attributed to the geo-
metric resonance of Bragg-reflected cyclotron orbits.33� Fig-
ure 7�a� illustrates the shift of Binf with ne. The plot of Binf
versus Be shown in Fig. 7�c� demonstrates that Binf is actu-
ally identifiable with Be. Thus it is now possible to deduce
reliable values of V0 from PMR: by replacing Be with Binf in
Eq. �1�. Unfortunately this method is applicable only for
samples with very small �. For samples 1-3, it is difficult to
find clear inflection points because of the dominance of the
slowly increasing component; �d2 /dB2��	
xx /
0� only
gradually approaches zero from below. In the subsequent
section, we discuss the origin of the slowly increasing back-
ground component of the PMR.

V. DRIFT VELOCITY OF INCOMPLETED CYCLOTRON
ORBITS

An important point to be noticed is that even at the low
magnetic-field range �B��Be where SO is present, most of
the electrons are in cyclotron-like orbits, namely the cyclo-
tron orbits slightly modified by a weak potential modulation,
as evident in Fig. 3; SO accounts for only small fraction,
order of �1/2, of the whole orbits. Therefore, the contribution

of these cyclotronlike orbits to the magnetoresistance should
be taken into consideration in interpreting the PMR. We will
show below that the slowly varying component of the PMR
is attributable to the E�B drift velocity of the electrons in
the cyclotronlike orbits that are scattered before completing a
cycle.

It is well established that the E�B drift velocity resulting
from the gradient of the modulation potential E=−�V / �−e�
and the applied magnetic field B= �0,0 ,B� is the origin of
the CO.34 For unidirectional modulation V�x�=V0cos�qx�
with q=2� /a, the drift velocity vd= �E�B� /B2 has only the
y component

vd,y =
qV0

eB
sin�qx� . �13�

Electrons acquire vd,y during the course of a cyclotron revo-
lution, whose sign alternates rapidly except for when elec-
trons are traveling nearly parallel to the modulation ��

0, ��, i.e., around either the rightmost �maximum-x� or the
leftmost �minimum-x� edges. Therefore, the contribution of
the drift velocity to the conductivity comes almost exclu-

FIG. 6. �Color online� Replot of Fig. 5 with abscissa normalized
by the extinction field Be and ordinate by the sample-parameter-
dependent prefactor in Eq. �12�, ��W�V0

5/2a−2ne
−3/2, with the coef-

ficient ��4�2�−1�0
−1/2�B

*−5/2
4.04�107 T2meV−5/2m−1. Vertical
scale is expanded twice for sample 4. The function �2G��� is also
plotted for comparison.

FIG. 7. �Color online� �a� Magnetoresistance traces for sample 4
with the inflection point Binf marked by downward open triangles.
Traces are offset proportionally to the change in ne. Selected values
of ne in 1015 m−2 are noted in the figure. �b� Illustration of the
procedure to pick up Binf �an example for ne=2.33�1015 m−2�. The
point at which the second derivative �d2 /dB2��	
xx /
0� �solid
curve, right axis� crosses zero upward �marked by open downward
triangle� is identified as Binf. Binf is marked also on 	
xx /
0 �dotted
curve, left axis�. Shaded area indicates the contribution from SO.
�c� Plot of Binf versus Be calculated by Eq. �1� using experimentally
obtained V0. The line represents Binf=Be.
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sively from the two edges as depicted in Fig. 8�a�, which is
actually experimentally verified in Ref. 35. The CO is the
result of the alternating occurrence by sweeping the mag-
netic field of the constructive and destructive addition of the
effects from the two edges, as illustrated by the top and the
bottom cyclotron orbits in Fig. 8�a�, respectively. With the
decrease of the magnetic field, cyclotron radius Rc increases
and consequently the probability of electrons being scattered
before reaching from one to the other edge increases. As a
result, the distinction between the constructive and destruc-
tive cases are blurred, letting the CO amplitude diminish
more rapidly than predicted by the theories26,34 neglecting
such scattering.

The absence of CO at lower magnetic fields signifies that
electrons are mostly scattered before traveling to the other
edge. Although the correlation of the local drift velocities at
the both edges is lost at such magnetic fields �Fig. 8�b��, each
edge can independently contribute to the conductivity. It is to
this effect that we ascribe the major part of PMR in our
ULSL samples. Note that the onset of CO basically coincide
with the end of the PMR, bolstering this interpretation.

It can be shown, by an approximate analytic treatment of
the Boltzmann’s equation, that the effect actually gives rise
to PMR with right order of magnitude to explain the experi-
mentally observed slowly varying component. For this pur-
pose, we make use of Chambers’ formula,36–38 representing
the relaxation time approximation of Boltzmann’s equation,

to obtain, from the drift velocity, the component Dyy of the
diffusion tensor

Dyy = 
0

�

e−t/��vd,y�t�vd,y�0��dt , �14�

where �¯� signifies averaging over all possible initial con-
ditions for the motion of electrons along the trajectories. Ein-
stein’s relation is then used to obtain corresponding incre-
ment in the conductivity, ��yy =e2D�EF�Dyy with D�EF�
=m* /��2= ��0�B�−1 the density of states, and finally it is
translated to the resistivity by tensor inversion, �
xx /
0
= ��c��2��yy /�0. We use unperturbed cyclotron trajectory, x
=X+Rccos �, for simplicity, neglecting the modification of
the orbit by the modulation �and accordingly, SO is neglected
in this treatment�, which is justified for small �. Since the
initial condition can be specified by the guiding center posi-
tion X and the initial angle �0, we can write

�vd,y�t�vd,y�0�� = �qV0

eB
	21

a


0

a

dX
1

2�


−�

�

d�0sin�q�X

+ Rccos��0 + �ct���sin�q�X

+ Rccos �0�� . �15�

Therefore Eq. �14� can be rewritten, performing the integra-
tion over t first, as

Dyy = �qV0

eB
	21

a


0

a

dX
1

2�


−�

�

d�0sin�q�X + Rccos �0��I��0� ,

�16�

with

I��0� = 
0

�

e−t/�sin�q�X + Rccos��0 + �ct���dt . �17�

Evaluation of Eq. �16� for a large enough magnetic field
reproduces basic features of Eq. �2�, as will be shown in the
Appendix. Here, we proceed with an approximation for
small magnetic fields. The approximation is rather crude but
is sufficient for the purpose of getting a rough estimate of the
order of magnitude.

Because of the exponential factor, only the time t�� con-
tributes to the integration of Eq. �17�. Due to the rapidly
oscillating nature of the sin�� factor and the smallness of
�ct��c� , I��0� takes a significant value only when �0 re-
sides in a narrow range slightly below �0 or ��, corre-
sponding to the situation when electrons travels near the
right-most or the left-most edge, respectively, within the
scattering time. It turns out, by comparing with the numerical
evaluation of Eq. �17� using sample parameters for our
present ULSL’s, that the following approximate expressions
roughly reproduce the right order of magnitude and the right
oscillatory characteristics �the period and phase� of Eq. �17�
for low magnetic field ��B��0.02 T�:

FIG. 8. �Color online� Illustration of E�B drift velocity vd

affecting the electrons during the cyclotron motion. Orbits are de-
picted neglecting the modification due to the modulation V�x�
=V0 cos�qx� �drifting movement and slight variation of the velocity
depending on x� for simplicity. Top diagrams represent slightly
larger B than bottom ones for both �a� and �b�. On averaging vd,y

along an orbit, most contribution comes from minimum- and
maximum-x edges, as shown by solid arrows in the figure. Open
arrows indicate the direction of Ex= �qV0 /e�sin�qx� at the edges. �a�
For B large enough so that electrons can travel cycles before being
scattered. Depending on B ,vd at both edges are constructive �top
diagram, 2Rc /a=n+1/4 with n integer� or destructive �bottom dia-
gram, 2Rc /a=n−1/4�, resulting in maxima and minima in the mag-
netoresistance, respectively. �b� For small B so that electrons are
scattered before completing a cycle. The interrelation of vd,y at both
edges is not simply determined by B. The edges affect the magne-
toresistance independently.
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I��0�


 ����sin�qX�J0�qRc� + cos�qX�H0�qRc�� ��0 � 0� ,

���sin�qX�J0�qRc� − cos�qX�H0�qRc�� ��0 � �� ,
�

�18�

where J0�x� and H0�x� represent zeroth order Bessel and
Struve functions of the first kind, respectively. The approxi-
mation can be obtained by replacing the exponential factor
by a constant �c� and limiting the range of the time integral
to include only one edge. Here we noted that the integration
of cos�qRc cos �� and sin�qRc cos �� over the range of � in-
cluding either of the right-most ��=0� or the left-most ��
=�� edge can be approximated �since only the close vicinity
of the edges makes significant contribution to the integra-
tion� by


right most

d� 
 
−�/2

�/2

d�, 
left most

d� 
 
�/2

3�/2

d� ,

�19�

and used the relations


−�/2

�/2

cos�qRc cos ��d� = 
�/2

3�/2

cos�qRc cos ��d� = �J0�qRc�

and


−�/2

�/2

sin�qRc cos ��d� = − 
�/2

3�/2

sin�qRc cos ��d�

= �H0�qRc� . �20�

Substituting Eq. �18� to Eq. �16� results in

Dyy 

�

2
��qV0

eB
	2

�J0
2�qRc� + H0

2�qRc�� , �21�

and with Einstein’s relation one finally obtains

�
xx
drift


0
=��

2

1

�0�B
*2

�2

a

V0
2

ne
3/2 �B� . �22�

Here we made use of asymptotic expressions J0�x�
��2/�x�1/2cos�x−� /4� and H0�x���2/�x�1/2sin�x−� /4�
valid for large enough x �corresponding to small enough B�.

In order to compare experimentally obtained PMR with
Eq. �22�, PMR traces shown in Fig. 5 are replotted in Fig. 9
normalized by the prefactor in Eq. �22�, after subtracting the
small contribution from SO represented by Eq. �12�. The
scaled traces show reasonable agreement with �B� at low
magnetic fields, as predicted in Eq. �22�, testifying that the
mechanism considered here, the drift velocity from incom-
pleted cyclotron orbits, generates PMR having the magnitude
sufficient to explain the major part of PMR observed in our
present ULSL samples. Possible sources of the remnant de-
viation, apart from the crudeness of the approximation, are
�i� the neglect of higher harmonics and �ii� the neglect of
negative magnetoresistance �NMR� component innate to
GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG �Ref. 39� arising from electron
interactions40,41 or from semiclassical effect.42,43 The nth har-

monic gives rise to additional contribution analogous to Eq.
�22� with V0 and a replaced by the amplitude Vn of the nth
harmonic potential and a /n, respectively, and therefore, in
principle, enhances the deviation. In practice, however, the
effect will be small because of the small values of Vn and its
square dependence. On the other hand, the discrepancy can
be made smaller by correcting for the NMR. We have actu-
ally observed NMR, which depends on ne and temperature,
in the simultaneously measured “reference” plain 2DEG ad-
jacent to the ULSL �see Fig. 1�a��. Assuming that the NMR
with the same magnitude are also present in the ULSL part
and superposed on the PMR �the assumption whose validity
remains uncertain at present�, the correction are seen to ap-
preciably reduce the discrepancy.

The approximation leading to Eq. �22� is valid only for
very small magnetic fields. With the increase of the magnetic
field, the cooperation between the left-most and the right-
most edges is rekindled, and the magnetoresistance tends to
the expression appropriate for large enough magnetic field,
outlined by Eq. �A11�, which includes a nonoscillatory term
�the first term� as well as the term representing CO �the sec-
ond term�. Note that the nonoscillatory term approaches a
constant ���2V0

2a−1ne
−3/2�m* /2�e��, at small magnetic field,

although the exact value of the constant is rather difficult to
estimate due to the subtlety in choosing the right scattering

FIG. 9. �Color online� Replot of magnetoresistance traces nor-
malized by the prefactor in Eq. �22�, ���2V0

2a−1ne
−3/2, with ��

= �� /2�1/2�0
−1�B

*−2=4.06�1014 T meV−2 m−2, after subtracting the
contribution from SO, �
xx

SO/
0 in Eq. �12�. Contribution attribut-
able to drift velocity of incompleted cyclotron orbits is given by �B�,
which is also plotted by dash-dotted line.
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time �, as will be discussed in the Appendix. Therefore the
�linear� increase of �
xx

drift /
0 with �B� is expected to flatten
out at a certain magnetic field. The peak in the PMR roughly
marks the position of this transition, which basically corre-
sponds to the onset of the cooperation between the two
edges. Thus the peak position is mainly determined by the
scattering parameters and is expected to be insensitive to V0,
in agreement with what has been observed in Fig. 5. Experi-
mentally, the peak position Bp is found to be well described
by an empirical formula Bp�T�= �4�2�W�m2/V s��−1, using
�W determined from CO. On the other hand, the height of
the PMR peak are seen to roughly scale as V0

2, as inferred
from Fig. 9, which reveals that the normalized peak height
tends to fall into roughly the same value �notably the top
panel showing two samples having the same a and different
V0�, so long as the period a are the same. This is better
shown after correcting for the NMR effect mentioned above.
The height of the normalized peak slightly decreases with
decreasing a �roughly proportionally to a�, resulting in an
empirical formula for the peak height �	
xx /
0�peak�3
�10−3���m2/V s��2�V0�meV��2�ne�1015 m−2��−3/2. �Unfortu-
nately, sample 4 with larger ne significantly deviates from
this formula.�

VI. DISCUSSION ON THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF
THE STREAMING ORBIT

Although PMR was thus far generally interpreted to origi-
nate from SO, contribution from mechanisms other than SO
was also implied in theoretical papers. By solving Boltz-
mann’s equation numerically, Menne and Gerhardts21 calcu-
lated PMR and showed separately the contribution of SO
which did not account for the entire PMR �see Fig. 4 in Ref.
21�, leaving the rest to alternative mechanisms �although the
authors did not discuss the origin futher�. Mirlin et al.23 ac-
tually calculated contribution of drifting orbit, which is basi-
cally similar to what we have considered in the present pa-
per. They predicted cusplike shape for the magnetoresistance
arising from this mechanism, which is not observed in ex-
perimental traces. In both papers, the major part of PMR is
still ascribed to SO, with other mechanisms playing only
minor roles. In the present paper, we have shown that the
relative importance is the other way around in our ULSL
samples. However, we would like to point out that the domi-
nant mechanism may change with the amplitude of modula-
tion in ULSL.

The reason for the contribution of SO being small in our
samples can be traced back to the small amplitude of the
modulation, combined with the small-angle nature of the
scattering in the GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG. As mentioned earlier,
small �=V0 /EF limits the SO within narrow angle range
����2�, letting the electrons being scattered out of the SO
even by a small-angle scattering event, hence the use of �s in
Eq. �5�. This leads to small ��yy

SO, since �s��. Within the
present framework, relative weight of SO in PMR decreases
with increasing �, since the ratio of Eq. �12� to Eq. �22� is
proportional to �−1/2, in agreement with what was observed
in Fig. 6. However, the situation will be considerably altered
with further increase in � �typically ��0.1�. Then, due to

the expansion of the angle range encompassed by SO, elec-
trons begin to be allowed to stay within SO after small-angle
scattering, requiring �s in Eq. �5� to be replaced by larger
�possibly B-dependent� values. In the limit that the range of
��� is much larger than the average scattering angle, �s should
be supplanted by ordinary transport lifetime �momentum-
relaxation time� �, resulting in much larger ��yy

SO. This
largely enhances the relative importance of SO, possibly to
an extent to exceed the contribution from the drift velocity.
We presume that the contribution of SO is much larger than
in our case in most of the experiments reported so far which
showed the shift of PMR peak position with the modulation
amplitude.4,14–17 Even in such a situation, however, it will
not be easy to obtain simple relation between the peak posi-
tion Bp and the amplitude V0 because of the complication by
the remnant contribution from the drift velocity. In most ex-
periments, V0 is varied by the gate bias, which concomitantly
alters the electron density and scattering parameters, thereby
affecting the both contributions as well.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The positive magnetoresistance �PMR� in unidirectional
lateral superlattice �ULSL� possesses two different types of
mechanisms as its origin: the streaming orbit �SO� and the
drift velocity of incompleted cyclotron orbit. Although virtu-
ally only the former mechanism has hitherto been taken into
consideration, we have shown that the latter mechanism ac-
count for the main part of PMR observed in our ULSL
samples characterized by their small modulation amplitude.
The share undertaken by SO decreases with increasing �
=V0 /EF, insofar as � is kept small enough for the electrons
in SO to be driven out even by a small-angle scattering char-
acteristic of GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG; �0.034 for our
samples fulfills this requirement. In this small � regime, the
peak position of PMR is not related to the modulation am-
plitude V0 but rather determined by scattering parameters;
the peak roughly coincide with the onset of commensurabil-
ity oscillation �CO� that notifies the beginning of the coop-
eration between the left-most and the right-most edges in a
cyclotron revolution. The height of the peak, on the other
hand, are found to be roughly proportional to V0

2. For small
enough �, the contribution of SO becomes distinguishable as
a hump superposed on slowly increasing component and the
magnetic field that marks the end of the SO, Be, can be
identified as an inflection point of the magnetoresistance
trace where the curvature changes from concave down to
concave up. The extinction field Be provides an alternative
method via Eq. �1� to accurately determine V0. We have also
argued that for samples with � much larger than ours, typi-
cally ��0.1, the relative importance of the two mechanisms
can be reversed and the PMR peak position Bp can depend
on V0, although it will be difficult to deduce a reliable value
of V0 from Bp.
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APPENDIX: APPROXIMATION FOR HIGHER MAGNETIC
FIELD

In this appendix, we delineate the approximation of Eq.
�14� at higher magnetic field, which leads to an expression
for commensurability oscillation �CO�. When the velocity
vd,y�t� is a periodic function of time with period T, Eq. �14�
reduces to38

Dyy =
1

1 − e−T/�
0

T

e−t/��vd,y�t�vd,y�0��dt . �A1�

Using here again the unperturbed cyclotron orbit x=X
+Rc cos��ct�, one obtains

Dyy = �qV0

eB
	21

a


0

a

dX
1

2�


−�

�

d�0 sin�q�X

+ Rc cos �0��
1

1 − e−T/� IT��0� �A2�

with T=2� /�c and

IT��0� = 
0

T

e−t/�sin�q�X + Rc cos��0 + �ct���dt . �A3�

Again because of the sin�� factor, the main contribution in
the integration comes from the narrow band of t around �0
+�ct�0 �or 2� depending on the initial angle �0� and �. For
large enough �c, the band of t becomes narrow enough to
allow the exponential factor e−t/� to be approximated by a
constant value at t=−��0−k�� /�c �with k=0, 1, and 2�.
Thus, using the relations �20�, IT��0� can be approximately
written, depending on the values of �0, as

IT
���0� 


�

�c
e�0/�c��sin�qX�J0�qRc� + cos�qX�H0�qRc��

+
�

�c
e��0−��/�c��sin�qX�J0�qRc� − cos�qX�H0�qRc��

�A4�

for −�+��0�0− and

IT
���0� 


�

�c
e��0−��/�c��sin�qX�J0�qRc� − cos�qX�H0�qRc��

+
�

�c
e��0−2��/�c��sin�qX�J0�qRc� + cos�qX�H0�qRc��

�A5�

for 0+��0��−, where the superscripts + and − indicate
small setbacks to avoid the region where the integration have
significant value. When �0 approaches closer to the bound-
ary, IT��0� approaches the average of the values on both sides

IT��0 → 0� → �IT
���0� + IT

���0��/2 �A6�

and

IT��0 → �� → �IT
���0� + IT

���0 − 2���/2, �A7�

which can be shown by using the relations


−�/2

0

cos�qRc cos ��d� = 
0

�/2

cos�qRc cos ��d� =
�

2
J0�qRc�

�A8�

and other related equations corresponding to the halves of
Eq. �20�. In the integration by �0 in Eq. �A2�, only �0�0 and
� contributes to the integral for the same reason as before.
The integration, after slightly shifting the limits of the inte-

gral from �−�
� to �−�+

�+
, yields

�

2�c
� ��1 + e−2�/�c���sin2�qX�J0

2�qRc� + cos2�qX�H0
2�qRc��

+ 2e−�/�c��sin2�qX�J0
2�qRc� − cos2�qX�H0

2�qRc��� . �A9�

Finally, by averaging over X, Eq. �A2� becomes

Dyy =
1

2
�qV0

eB
	2 �

2�c
� �coth� �

�c�
	�J0

2�qRc� + H0
2�qRc��

+ sinh−1� �

�c�
	�J0

2�qRc� − H0
2�qRc���



�

2
�qV0

eB
	2 1

�qRc
� �

�c�
coth� �

�c�
	

+ A� �

�c�
	sin�2qRc�� , �A10�

which can be translated to magnetoresistance with the use of
Einstein’s relation, resulting in

	
xx


0
=

1

2�2�

1

�0�B
* 2

�2

a

V0
2

ne
3/2 �B�� �

�c�
coth� �

�c�
	

+ A� �

�c�
	sin�2qRc�� . �A11�

The formula agree with the asymptotic expression of Eq.
�21� in Ref. 27 for large enough magnetic fields. The second
term in Eq. �A11� represents CO, which reproduces qualita-
tive features of Eq. �2�. It should be noted, however, that the
anisotropic nature of the scattering in GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG
cannot be correctly treated in the present simple relaxation-
time-approximation approach employing only one scattering
time. The anisotropic scattering plays an important role in
CO because of its high sensitivity to the small-angle scatter-
ing. Therefore Eq. �A11� is of limited validity to describe CO
in our ULSL. However, it is interesting to point out that if we
are allowed to replace � only in the scattering damping factor
A�� /�c�� with the single-particle �s=�sm

* /e
�Wm* /e, we
acquire Eq. �2� except for the thermal damping factor. The
choice of �s for the damping is not unreasonable, considering
that the factor A�� /�c�� stems from the exponential factor in
Eq. �A9�, which describe the cooperativeness between the
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left-most and right-most edges that is susceptible to a small-
angle scattering. �In general, velocity-velocity correlation in
Eq. �14� for t�kT /2 with k=1,2,3,…, namely, between the
edges separated by more than half revolution of the cyclo-
tron orbit, requires precise positioning after the revolution,
which is ruined by small angle scattering. Therefore the use

of �s is reasonable. However, this does not justify the re-
placement only in the damping factor.� The thermal damping
factor A�T /Ta� can readily be incorporated by allowing for
thermal smearing of the Fermi edge, namely, by taking the
average over the energy of the sin�2qRc� term weighted by
the factor �−�f /���.
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